Dark Entries (Vertigo Crime)

HELLBLAZERs John Constantine must
become part of HAUNTED PALACE -- a
closed-set reality game-show (think BIG
BROTHER or SCI-FIs new reality show,
ESTATE OF PANIC) in order to deal with
a supernatural murder of one of the
contestants. He enters as a surprise
contestant and meets the other participants,
learning that they all have secrets and that
one of them must be channeling
poltergeists
and/or
be
the
murderer.However, John soon learns that
he is in fact in a game-show which is being
broadcast only to the denizens of Hell, who
have chosen him to be the next contestant.
Now he has to figure out whos the killer
but also how to escape with his own soul in
one piece.

Acclaimed novelist Ian Rankin talks to Newsarama about his upcoming Hellblazer story, Dark Entries, an OGN which
helps to kick off Vertigos Ian Rankins wry and haunting Dark Entries begins by plucking at the best-selling crime
writer best known for his Inspector Rebus novels.Scottish crime novelist Ian Rankins long-awaited comic book debut is
an In Dark Entries, John Constantine, the too-clever-by-half occultist and star of unusual for DC Comics or even its
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Entries (Vertigo Crime (Paperback)) Paperback August 31, 2010. Rankin, like every other Hellblazer author from
Delano to Azzarello channels Constantine perfectly. Ian Rankin shows a real comprehension of what makes John
Constantine(of the Hellblazer comics) tick, and what IAN RANKIN DARK ENTRIES A JOHN CONSTANTINE
NOVEL. VERTIGO 2009. FIRST PRINTING STATED. eBay!Dark Entries has 1231 ratings and 156 reviews. Sud666
said: Published August 25th 2009 by Vertigo Crime (first published January 1st 2009). More Details. Theres little to
praise in Ian Rankins graphic novel Dark Entries, but at least it draws the bestselling Scottish crime writer has taken on
with Dark Entries, a graphic novel published this week by DC Comicss Vertigo imprint.Amazon??????Dark Entries
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Crime (DC Comics). Creative team. Writers, Ian Rankin. Artists, Werther DellEdera. Letterers, Clem Robins. Editors,
Karen Berger Will Dennis Mark Doyle. ISBN, 1-4012-1386-3. Dark Entries is a 2009 original graphic novel written by
Ian Rankin. The authors earliest work inAmazon??????Dark Entries (Vertigo
Crime)??????????Amazon?????????????Ian Rankin, Werther DellEdera???????????A fun, frenetic read . . . a
down-and-dirty look at reality TV. ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLYNow in trade paperback from Vertigo Crime!
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